Dadi Janki – 4.8.19 – GCH, London
Merge today’s murli in your heart and let others experience that
(Bhog was offered. One song was about fortune and the Bestower of Fortune, who is the most elevated of all and is
giving us the most elevated fortune of all). How lovely are Baba’s songs! This system of having songs was created long
ago. Seeing this big gathering, Dadi says: London is mine. Madhuban is mine. Baba I am Yours.
You all have one concern, don’t you? You have truth, bliss and you stay in the remembrance of the One. We are all
students in one class. Student life is the best! Whether old or young, we are all students. In Dadi’s heart there is the
pure feeling to be present in the class and to share. Today’s murli is very interesting. Let it touch your heart, not just
your mind.
(Dadi asked Brother Girish to sing a song: ‘Let your light ignite the lights of others… Let the Ganges of love flow...’)
If anyone upset with Dadi, let Dadi know - in her ear or in the gathering. We must all remain ‘set’, so that there is nothing
wrong with our stage. Baba used to walk around the gathering and see each one, and then sit down. Dadi feels that
Baba sees everyone here and then goes around the whole world showing the world this gathering.
Baba comes into my dreams and serves through my dreams. Last night, I asked Baba: Am I on service through Your
dreams, Baba? Baba lovingly looked at me but didn’t say anything. Dadi’s bhavna is: As you hear the murli, I would like
you to feel the feeling that I have received from Baba - so that everyone you meet is then coloured with the feelings that
you take with you from here. Let us see ourselves in the mirror of the murli - of every word in the murli - and let us see
everything of this in our lives practically.
When I am in my room looking at Baba for an hour or two hours, it’s my experience that Baba is looking at me. Is that
your experience too?
If anyone says anything to Dadi, Dadi is ready to accept it. Anything - any advice or request – Dadi is ready to listen.
Dadi is not just praising the class but we won’t find this kind of gathering anywhere. London is loved by Baba and Baba
feels a pull to come into this class. Everyone can have a feeling of Madhuban and everyone can have a feeling of
London. Sister Jayanti is the Behnji of London; I will go back when she gives me leave; I will do what she says. There
isn’t another Behnji like Sister Jayanti. Brother Deepak has just arrived from Madhuban – he is my brother. This is the
relationship we have - that of brothers and sisters. We have the vision of soul brothers but in our relationships we are
sisters and brothers. ‘Sisters and brothers’ not ‘brothers and sisters’ - keeping the sisters in front.
There’s knowledge, yoga, dharna and then service – service is the fourth subject. No matter how much knowledge and
yoga a soul has, if there isn’t dharna, how can there be service? Someone may have good virtues but if you draw their
attention to their dharna, they are not seeing my greatness, they are seeing my weakness.
Today the power of Madhuban is in all of us, in everyone’s hearts. Who of you are Madhuban niwasis? Madhuban
niwasis make the atmosphere very powerful and Baba comes where there is a powerful atmosphere. Anyone who
wants to make effort to follow what Baba is telling us to do, do that now, so that everyone comes and this hall becomes
small. In fact, it is already small; many are sitting on the floor. This place gives inspiration to others; they feel they want
to make a hall like this. Dadi’s forefinger doesn’t go around pointing at everyone; as it circles around it is indicating unity
- that all of us can do what Baba is telling us to do. Baba has shown me the finger today; Baba is inspiring us all.
Today is special and yesterday was special. Dadi will take all this inspiration with her when she leaves. Sister Jayanti
will give me my programme. (Sister Jayanti: Tomorrow the doctor will say whether Dadi is well enough to go to Spain).
Dadi’s doctor is God Himself! Dadi has faith in Baba, Dadi listens just to the One Doctor above. Other doctors tell you
about your illness and they make you more ill by doing that! Dadi wouldn’t insult any doctor but it is Dadi’s pure thought
that it is Baba who is taking care of her.
Sometimes souls don’t know who they are and what they are doing. Here we understand who we are and what we have
to do. Will you do what the murli is telling us to do today? Merge each word of the murli in your heart then through your
face and activities enable others to have an experience of that today. Om shanti.

